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ABSTRACT 

Black markets that develop after disaster events have potential to disrupt recovery efforts, and the Dark Web is 

the perfect facilitator of these markets. Lack of knowledge about the Dark Web: how to access it, how to safely, 

efficiently navigate the space, and prevailing myths about its dangers likely lead to this deficiency of research. To 

date, this area is a critically unexplored area of the Internet in the crisis research literature. This work examines 

this area of the Internet for utility and insight relevant to crisis managers. A pilot study on Puerto Rico in the 

months following Hurricane Maria reveals possible indicators of the development of black markets for 

prescription drugs, food, and water, which can impact long-term recovery and reconstruction efforts when these 

items are diverted from legal supply chains. As more people adopt this hidden part of the Internet, researchers and 

managers must do more to pay attention to activities that occur in this space. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Markets can suffer disruption and even failure during natural disasters or crisis events, which in turn can affect 

the recovery of an area (cite). Visible indicators of market disruption in the form of open-market price gouging 

are easily recognizable dealt with (Skarbek, 2008), however, invisible indicators in the form of supply chain 

diversions resulting in black markets are less recognizable. Supply diversions into black markets can impact the 

availability of goods, and with legal authorities often tasked with recovery activities during these chaotic times, 

illegal markets easily go undisturbed during these events (Dunlap et al, 2012). Illegal activities such as human 

trafficking is well-known to flourish immediately after crisis events (Stout, 2018), even paper currencies of 

countries in crisis are subject to this phenomenon (Flannery, 2018).  

Since invention of digital (crypto) currencies in 2009, Dark Web illegal markets (DWIMs) have flourished, and 

to date, there are 54 active markets on the Tor Network. In theory, DWIMs are the perfect facilitator for black 

markets, however, have not been studied in the canon of crisis research. This is likely due to the complexity of 

the technology of the Dark Web, lack of understanding about this space, and the relative newness of its activities 

in the public consciousness, and also, until just recently, the capture of illegal market data was exceedingly 

difficult outside of government sponsored research national security agencies. However, prior to the emergence 

of DWIMs, goods were primarily sold in Dark Web forums and message boards, and in some cases, still are, thus 

allowing researchers an opportunity to examine this space for linkages and indicators of black-market activity. 

After Hurricane Maria struck Puerto Rico in September 2017, and in the months following, certain activity in 

Dark Web forums suggest the development of a black market for supplies and prescription medicines that 

correspond with specific news announcements from the US Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) in 

the year following. While this activity shows the potential for a black market, it may also signal the further need 

for a specific type of aid on the island. Lessons learned from this pilot study not only highlight the problems of 

studying this area of Internet, but also help establish guidelines for structuring future research in this space.  
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BACKGROUND 

Black Markets and Disasters 

Dark Web markets and forums are digital black markets, which are offline systems (markets) that operate outside 

the normal means of production and acquisition of goods and services (Folger, 2010). These markets often serve 

to subvert government control of prices and quantities or payments of taxes and have an impact on the forces of 

supply and demand of regular marketplaces (Michaely, 1954).  

Black markets thrive best during and after crisis events when normal operations of a country are in disarray 

(Reynolds, 1998). Human Trafficking is an issue long known to increase during natural disasters when legal 

authorities are more engaged in rescue and relief efforts rather than dealing with crime (UNDOC, 2009). Drug 

related activity and diversion from normal supply chains have also long been an issue that thrives in this space 

and time (Forgione et al, 2001). More recently, countries whose currency falls in value during time of crisis 

experience the emergence of higher-value foreign paper currencies in black market (Flannery, 2018). 

The Internet has long been a facilitator of black market activity where crime, fraud, and goods sold are facilitated 

by the coordinating benefits of the digital technology and the anonymity it used to offer (Baker 2002). As law 

enforcement became more apt at combatting certain types of cyber-crime, the need for increased anonymity and 

payments systems by criminals was satisfied by the Tor Network and new digital currencies that by-passed 

traditional banking systems and digital forensics (Gregg, 2012).  

DARK WEB AND THE ONION ROUTER NETWORK 

The Internet is a vast ecosystem with definable areas of content, and terminology not readily understood by many. 

The Internet itself is merely communications infrastructure consisting of hardware and software that allows 

enabled devices to connect. The World Wide Web (WWW) is an overlay or an application of the Internet that 

serves as an information space for resources and online documents that are searchable through Uniform Resource 

Locators (URLs) and are connected via hyperlinks. This structure makes the WWW highly interconnected, and 

thus, information discovery relatively simple. The Internet and WWW occupy the space referred to as Clear Net 

and Surface Web respectively. 

There is also an “underbelly” to the system which includes areas of storage and hidden services, namely Deep and 

Dark Web. Deep Web is where Surface Web stores information not indexed by common web search engines such 

as Google, Explorer, or Safari. Content may include large databases, paid content, dashboards of websites or social 

media services, web mail, banking, etc. WWW users access this information daily and is a common online activity. 

Businesses, organizations, and government entities may employ the use of “Dark Sites” which are identical or 

“mirror” versions of their web sites that offer continuity of operations should their website go offline due to an 

emergency such as a technical problem or an emergency/crisis event. The sites are also known as hot and cold 

sites, where a hot site maintained by a company, in parallel to their functioning website, whereas a cold site is a 

site with the basic infrastructure, not updated in parallel but after crisis has struck, and is often maintained by a 

third-party vendor (SearchCIO, 2019).  

Dark Web refers to hidden services available on the Internet but only accessible via a technological overlay to the 

Internet called Dark Net. Dark Net requires a specific tool called The Onion Router (Tor) to connect. The concept 

was invented by the United States Naval Research Laboratory in the mid-1990s and the technology was refined 

by the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency. Its purpose is to protect and secure intelligence-based 

communications online. Tor was launched in 2002, is free and available to the public, and is now managed by 

The Tor Project, Inc., a nonprofit organization devoted to the management of the network, research, and education 

(Tor Project, 2019). 

When Tor is engaged, a user is able to access a volunteer network of nodes where the user’s identity and data 

requests are anonymized, encrypted, and routed through a series of different servers before reaching the user’s 

requested destination site (Figure 1). Users may use the technology to access and browse Surface Web sites, but 

the technology also allows them to access .onion sites, or hidden services sites which are Dark Web locations not 

accessible otherwise. The masking of IP addresses means users of this network may go relatively undetected, 

though technology is ever fully secure. Without IP addresses, this also means that much of the content on this 

network lacks the ability to be geolocated.  
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Figure 1: Tor relay network. Source: The Tor Project. 

For nearly a decade, Tor not only secured intelligence communications, but was also utilized by activists, whistle 

blowers, and journalists around the globe in order to protect their identities online (Tor Project, 2019). This type 

of use continues alongside everyday citizens using the network who are concerned with protecting their data from 

overly intrusive collection practices by governments and corporations. Other Dark Web hidden areas exist such 

as i2P, Freenet, Gnu.Net, but due to lack of discernable activity, have been excluded from this study. 

Dark Web’s reputation took a turn in 2011 when Ross Ulbricht launched The Silk Road, an .onion site that allowed 

the anonymous purchase of illegal and prescription drugs, and other items using anonymous cryptocurrencies 

(Weiser, 2015). Tor also came to greater public attention when Edward Snowden, a former United States national 

security employee, exposed questionable, online, data collection practices by the US government. Since 2013, 

Dark Web has proliferated its number of drug markets, and other criminal services such as human trafficking, and 

child pornography (Power, 2014).  

However, Dark Web is not the exclusive domain of illegal crime. Many myths and misconceptions abound 

concerning the use of Tor and Dark Web, and what type of content it contains. Many people believe that using 

Tor and/or visiting Dark Web sites constitutes illegal activity. In more repressive countries with strict laws on 

Internet use, this may be true, (Paul, 2015) but for most countries, this activity is legal provided the individual 

user does not engage in illegal activity in this space. While there is certainly disturbing information on Dark Web, 

many researchers speculate that much of it is benign (Winter, 2015) (Bartlett, 2015).  

Dark Web also does not function like Surface Web. The Surface Web is highly interconnected and information 

easily discovered or suggested, whereas the shape of Dark Web is more clustered or siloed, with some sites 

existing as “islands” or “orphans” where one needs to know it exists and navigate directly to the site because it 

cannot be discovered by search engines (Hyperion Gray, 2018). Lastly, there is no “Google” for Dark Web. 

Instead, there is perhaps a dozen of privately maintained search engines that require manual updates of available 

.onion sites since they lack the ability of automated indexing due to the technology of the Dark Web. These 

engines have arying levels of indexing, so persons need to visit a variety of them and enter search terms in order 

to find information. Overall, this makes exploring the Dark Web cumbersome for most people. 

Dark Web is also subject to fraud, malware, and hacking, similar to Surface Web, but the infrastructure of Dark 

Net poses unique concerns where users are encouraged to layer technology to protect their personal machines 

(Beltov, 2016). Everyday users may employ firewalls and virtual private networks, while researchers often add 

virtual machines and virtual operating systems so as not to be attacked or banned when scraping data from sites. 

DWIMs are sites similar to Surface Web marketplace sites like Amazon or Alibaba except in that they facilitate 

the sale of illegal goods. Until very recently – the time of this paper’s writing – capturing data from these illegal 

markets was prohibitive for technological reasons. While one can visibly see what is being sold on DWIMs, one 

cannot see if a sale is conducted and where items are shipped. As such, when analyzing this sale activity, it was 

easier for researchers to study sales through forums, a precursor to DWIM sites, to analyze phenomenon.  Forums 

posts not only notify readers of an item for purchase, but often provide threads speaking to the trustworthiness of 

the seller and answering question such as payments accepted and shipping locations.  

Between myths and misconceptions, the difficulty in exploring Dark Web, and potential issues in collecting data, 

alongside the more pressing concerns of understanding illegal markets and human abuse, it is not surprising that 

this space has not been more thoroughly researched in crisis management and response. However, with specific 

information targeting and software, there is evidence of the Dark Web being utilized following a disaster event. 

With this in mind, this research seeks to answer the following questions: 
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RQ1: Given Tor’s reliance on anonymity and lack geolocated data, is there other observable data that may indicate 

development of black markets in a disaster ridden area?  

RQ2: How should the data garnered through the study of Dark Web be regarded? 

DATA COLLECTION AND METHODS 

Data for this study was collected from publicly available sources. Metrics regarding the use of Tor in countries 

around the world are available via the Tor Project website. Since Tor is a necessary component for accessing these 

forums and markets, understanding its use before and after the hurricane was essential.  

Four forums on Dark Web were randomly selected for analysis. Though drug markets are numerous, and the 

availability of prescription drugs are apparent, transactions occur privately thus researchers are not able to 

determine shipping locations (in this case, whether drugs of concern are shipped to Puerto Rico). Additionally, 

most drug markets have mirror sites, similar to legal businesses for continuity purposes. Mirrors are useful when 

the original site generates too much traffic for a single server to support, or in the environment of Dark Web, when 

a single site has been seized and closed by legal authorities, operations is able to continue on other versions of the 

site. Aside from being unable to determine shipping location, and since these web addresses shift constantly, they 

are effectively a moving target that are difficult to capture and were excluded from this research. 

The focus of data collection then became forums. For the sake of this work, “forums” is used as an umbrella terms 

for forums, message boards, chans, and chat rooms. The forums chosen for analysis were onionland, eightchan, 

hiddenanswers, and intelcutout. The sites were chosen due to their wide popularity and the variety of topics 

discussed. There are no formal metrics available for sites on the Dark Web, thus forum choice was determined by 

recommendations from the Hidden Wiki, a site that provide semi-regular updated lists of available forums. The 

four forums chosen have long been associated with this site.  

Search terms included: Puerto Rico, emergency supplies (which varied as a catch-all for food, water, tools, 

medicine, and other miscellaneous items), water, food, medicine, and commonly needed prescription medicines 

such as insulin and antibiotics. Antibiotics were searched for by both generic and brand name and chosen due to 

the long list of available drugs, and also due to reports of bacterial disease outbreaks following the hurricane. All 

search terms were employed in both English and Spanish (though Spanish terms yielded no results). Since a 

structured collection platform was used to analyze captured data, Boolean String searches were performed using 

all the search terms to capture posts meeting the search criteria. The terms for medicine were chosen based on 

their common association to black markets. The terms food, water, and emergency supplies were chosen based 

on news reports of common needs during the period of data collection which was after the impact of Hurricane 

Maria on 20 September 2017, through 31 August, 2018.  

ANALYSIS 

Prior to Hurricane Maria striking the island of Puerto Rico, Tor use on the island averaged a modest 1,000 users 

on a daily basis (Tor Project, 2019). The population of the island is an estimated 3.1 million (Census.gov, 2019), 

so while this amount of use appears low (.00032 percent), Tor use on the United States mainland is only marginally 

higher (.0018 percent) (Tor Project, 2019). Since the island’s infrastructure experienced large-scale damage, 

above electrical and telecommunication lines were inoperable on most of the island months after the event (Nestel, 

2018). Naturally, connecting to Tor was impossible for many and use dropped to nearly 100 daily users at the end 

of 2017 before rebounding in 2018 up to 750 daily users through either direct or connection or through a proxy 

server (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: Direct Tor connection in Puerto Rico 2017 through August 2018. 

Dark Web forums are not often explicit when it comes to understanding sale transactions. Participants in these 

forums can offer to sell, state an intention to buy, or pose a question about a particular good which is code that 

the post author intends to sell or buy then encouraging a backchannel communication. Of the four forums 

examined, the onionland forum yielded the largest number of search results in (Figure 2). For visualization 

purposes, the charts were condensed by moving average, meaning onionland yielded over 500 search results. 

Figure 2: Search results by average of 10, by forum. 

Comprehensively looking at all forums, and filtering for references specific to shipping to Puerto Rico, basic 

amenities such as food, water, and medicine were consistent throughout the period of analysis, but exhibited 

specific spikes in June 2018. Requests to buy food, water, medicine, and general supplies in bulk were the most 

requested at 500, 300, and 250 individual requests respectively during this time frame (Figure 3).  

Figure 3: Items for sale or requested in Puerto Rico, June 2018. 
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When prescription drugs were analyzed across forums during the period of analysis, the occurrence counts shift 

from those looking to buy to those looking to sell. This phenomenon happens several times during the months 

following the hurricane but shifts to more posts explicitly offering to sell antibiotics during June 2018. An analysis 

of news events concerning Puerto Rico during this time reveal most of these spikes corresponding with news 

reports on 1 June concerning FEMA scaling back operations on the island, and reports on 29 and 30 June 

concerning citizens losing FEMA provided housing and stores of bottled water being stranded in airports (FEMA, 

2018) (Figure 4). Charts were condensed by moving averages of 10, meaning the large spikes in June report nearly 

300 requests. 

Figure 4: Antibiotic buy/sell spikes, by average of 10, on Dark Web forums in June 2018. 

DISCUSSION 

Because Dark Web does not possess multiple comprehensive search engines, and because items can be sold in a 

variety of places, compounded by the fact that drug market sites do not publicly discuss sales locations, it can be 

difficult to identify information in this environment that signifies a problem in long-term disaster recovery. To 

capture sales information, particularly geolocated data, different technology capture mechanisms must be 

employed when scraping drugs market sites. At the time of this writing, there were 59 recognizable drug markets 

either on or offline (Dark Web News, 2019). Since drug markets are effectively a moving target where their site 

addresses change as they add mirror sites to escape detection, unless using a specialized software to capture data, 

researchers must be diligent in discovering new .onion addresses where the market may also be operating. 

However, despite these difficulties the more resilient DWIMs offer technological security and take the burden of 

payment processing off the vendor, making them the obvious choice for those looking to sell goods in this space. 

It is likely that less experienced black marketeers may be going to forums due to ease of use. 

Within forums, the dynamic is different. Posts stating offers to buy or sell that result in a potential sale also hold 

further communication in a backchannel, such as a direct messaging functions, and that information is also not 

available to data scrapers. The utility of analyzing forums lies in the fact that posts can become location specific. 

Sellers offer to ship to a location and buyers will ask if a product can be ship to a specified location. Public replies 

to either type of posts also help geolocate a potential sale. In this case, while there was consistent low-level activity 

of this nature in the time frame following the hurricane, there was an unusual and marked increase in June 2018. 

In examining both English and Spanish posts concerning these items and recovery efforts, and the specific timing 

of news versus spikes of activity, it is reasonable to assume that the FEMA news reports precipitated these 

increases. In the end, the question becomes: if this activity is present within forums, how much more activity can 

we assume is occurring in the DWIMs, which are now the preferred method for selling and buying. With the 

technology more recently available to researchers, analyzing DWIMs may now be an option. 

In light of this, crisis managers must decide whether the mere presence of an offering or a request for an item, and 

in what discoverable numbers, may indicate a specific need in an area of recovery. Though the numbers reported 

in this research appear low, it is important to compare the number of requests to the number of online Tor users. 

In this case, there was an average of 700+ daily Tor users in Puerto Rico during the data capture period but nearly 

three-times the number of unique requests for emergency supplies and medicine in June alone. Proportionally, 
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this number is significant. And while these items may be used to fuel black markets, authorities should keep in 

mind that these types of markets also operate under general principals of supply and demand, meaning acquiring 

these items for re-sale is very likely reflective of demand on the ground (Nayeri and Lopez-Pardo, 2005). On an 

island like Puerto Rico which is governed by the Joes Act restricting who may deliver goods, any diversions from 

legal supply chains to black markets can have an immediate and noticeable effect. 

What is most concerning in this analysis is not the sell/request for prescription drugs diverted from legal channels 

and funneled to black markets, but the higher number of requests for food and water. Federal authorities can more 

easily assist with drug diversion activities, but are less likely to help with food and water theft adding to already 

overwhelmed local police agencies. This information may indicate to crisis managers either an existing or an 

anticipated need.  

How do managers effectively use this information highlights an issue of trust. How trust is extended when the 

environment is purposefully anonymized and is known to facilitate illegal activity is serious question. Accepting 

information in this area of the Internet may be akin to the problems social media faced in its early days. New 

technology and lack of its adoption often breeds mistrust (Tapia et al, 2011) (Tapia et al, 2013). Crisis managers 

may consider this type of information as ambient, meaning they could use this information contextually to 

supplement on-the-ground knowledge of existing conditions. Comparing Dark Web posts to Surface Web social 

media may help further illuminate whether there is true on the ground need or help legitimize data from Dark Web 

as many assumptions must be made about information derived in this environment. 

Lastly, where Tor Network is available, novice black marketeers will not remain so permanently. As novice 

vendors become more comfortable with the technology and the environment, they are less likely to remain with 

forums and move to DWIMs over time, thus highlighting the need for more crisis research on the Dark Web.  

CONCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS 

Data for this pilot study was scraped from a small number of sources well after the occurrence of events, so there 

was no opportunity to re-target search terms or scrape additional sources. Data collection sites included only four 

forums. Given the number of available markets where location is difficult to ascertain, and the unknown number 

of forums, future researchers should monitor as many as they can identify. With high proportional results 

presented in this pilot study, expanding the number of collection sites will very likely yield significantly more 

evidence. Given the unknown size of the Dark Web and its lack of interconnectedness, it is difficult to know how 

many sites exist. Some numbers range from as little as 7 thousand to as high as 40 thousand .onion sites (Hyperion 

Gray, 2018). For context, the WWW, even with interconnectedness and robust search engines, is equally 

unknowable due to its size and estimated to have as many as 1.5 billion (Internet Live Stats, 2019). 

Further, despite the posting of sale items or requests to buy with Puerto Rico as the proposed shipping location, 

any completed sales transaction would occur privately in backchannel communication areas, so whether the sale 

was completed is unknown. Also, it is not uncommon for markets and forums targeted by government agencies 

for illegal activities to frequently go offline due to seizure or from being blocked. These sites may reappear after 

a while on a different .onion site, or may be permanently closed, thus data capture is time sensitive in this 

environment. Since data capture of these markets is now available outside of government circles, examining both 

forums and illegal markets sites during future events may help determine size and scope of emerging black markets 

in a given area after a crisis. 

As more people adopt anonymous web browsing and as illegal markets continue to flourish, and as researchers 

develop more tools to safely and efficiently navigate this environment, the Dark Web yields tremendous potential 

in crisis research in the context of information systems. Researchers with knowledge of this environment knowing 

where and how to target data, opens potential new research opportunities in areas of: GIS, Social Media, Logistics 

and Supply Chain Management, Privacy, Healthcare, and Community Engagement.  
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